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The entire room was silent. Jonathan’s face was drenched in sweat: ‘W-What sort of 
indecent remark was that!?” 
The Allen family was known to employ an abundance of skilled fighters, and it was said 
that even the Allen family’s leader was a skilled fighter. It would be extremely difficult to 
kill him! “T-Theoretically, that is the case…” Jonathan wiped away the cold sweat on his 
forehead and thought about how he hoped no one would ever find out about this 
conversation here tonight. Otherwise, both he and Kayson were doomed! Kayson 
nodded nonchalantly. “What time are you leaving tomorrow, Uncle Jason?” “Around two 
in the afternoon,” said Jason. 
“I’ll still be at work at the time, so I won’t send you off.” 
“It’s fine. You don’t have to do it!” Jason shook his head. 
Lindsy wrapped her arm around Kayson’s arms and said in a displeased tone, “Kayson, 
it’s time to place your order! Don’t just continue chatting!” She had been rather busy 
with work at Bwell Therapeutics for the past two days because of the surge of patients, 
so she did not have the time to keep in touch with Kayson. 
Now that she had the chance to meet Kayson, he was too distracted by constantly 
talking about the Whitman family and Allen family. 
‘How is he affiliated with those influential families, huh!?! 
Kayson did not pursue the topic of conversation further, with Lindsy tugging at him. He 
took the menu and gave it a glance. The meal lasted until after nine before it ended. 
Lindsy and her grandfather offered to send Kayson home. Lindsy was talking about 
Kayson’s outstanding capability with excitement. Zachary was not bothered by her, but 
he chuckled and said, “Kayson, my granddaughter talks about how you defeated the 
security guard posted at the residential area entrance ten times a day.” He had already 
gotten used to her nagging, but he remembered being astonished when he heard it for 
the first time. A person capable of being employed as a security guard for the residential 
area entrance was most certainly an outstanding fighter! Upon hearing that, Kayson 
was frustrated. “That’s unnecessary, isn’t it…” All of a sudden, Kayson’s expression 
turned cold as he looked toward the front of the car. Lindsy hit the brakes hard abruptly, 
and she was startled. A figure about 1.9 meters tall stood under the streetlight, casting a 
long shadow under him. 
“Are you mad for standing in the middle of the street at night!?” Lindsy’s face turned 
pale from the shock, and she was about to get out of the car to deal with the person. 
“Don’t leave the car.” Kayson spoke in a deep voice. Lindsy was stunned for a moment 
while Kayson opened the car door. 
“Kayson…” Zachary’s expression was solemn. He took a glance at the person, and his 
expression changed drastically all of a sudden! “Don’t go outside, Kayson!” Zachary 
roared anxiously, “That is the Allen family’s skilled fighter, Tony Turner!” Lindsy’s face 
turned ghastly pale. ‘A-Allen family?’ “Ah? He’s from the Allen family?” Kayson raised 
an eyebrow. ‘No wonder that person exudes such a powerful presence.’ “Kayson!” 
Zachary went after Kayson in haste as the latter got out of the car. “I’m Zachary Ewell. 
What is the purpose of the Allen family in sending you here?” 
“To kill him.” Tony was staring straight at Kayson. 



“Out of respect for me,” Before Zachary could finish his sentence, Tony interrupted 
coldly by saying, “I can spare your life, Dr. Ewell, but Sir Allen has given me the order to 
kill this young man.” Zachary’s face turned livid. ‘Sir Allen!’ The only person deserving of 
Tony’s respectable address could only be the second in command of the Allen family, 
Patrick ‘When did Kayson offend Patrick?’ 
“Mr. Ewell, Lindsy, step back a little.” Kayson’s expression was calm and composed. 
“Kayson…” Zachary’s expression was unpleasant. “Tony is no ordinary person.” “I can 
tell.” Kayson nodded. “However, he’s still far from being powerful enough to defeat 
me.” 
Opposite him, Tony’s eyes glistened with contempt upon hearing that. “You’re quite the 
big talker, my friend.” Kayson chuckled. “I’m only telling the truth.” Tony’s expression 
turned somber, and he said coldly, “Is that so? I’d like to check out if you’re as good at 
working your fists as you are with your mouth!” Tony moved swiftly, and a boom echoed 
from the bottom of his feet when he shot forward. Noticing the situation, Kayson moved 
his body and threw a punch! 
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Their fists collided with one another instantly. However, Tony’s initially confident 
expression was tainted with a tinge of fear the next moment. 
Three out of his five fingers were crushed in an instant! “Gah!” Tony backed away 
swiftly, his head drenched in cold beads of sweat, and he looked at Kayson in fear. 
Tony was known for being as swift as the wind and thunder and as strong as an 
elephant. He had never been defeated in a fist fight before. Yet tonight, three of his 
fingers were pulverized instantly when he fought against a young man! “Who are you!?” 
Tony was terrified. He was convinced that the young man had an absolutely impressive 
background. “I’m Kayson Yarde.” 
“I was asking about your background!” Tony roared shakily in an attempt to conceal the 
fear in his heart. 
“I come from a simple town in the countryside.” Kayson’s body moved in a flash upon 
saying that! Tony’s pupils constricted abruptly, and he felt as if the vision before his 
eyes swayed once. A bang echoed, followed by intense pain assaulting his chest. Then, 
a powerful force blasted him away before he slammed heavily into a lamp post. 
“Blurgh!” 
Tony abruptly spat out a large mouthful of fresh blood and looked at Kayson in terror. 
‘He is way too fast!’ 
Standing next to the car, Zachary looked at Kayson in a daze. ‘He beat up the ever-
famous Tony with just a few moves!? Who will believe it if this incident’s informationdent 
spreads elsewhere?? 
Zachary knew how skillful Tony was, which was why he was so scared of Tony. 
“Grandfather…” Zachary was jolted back to reality. He turned around, looked toward his 
granddaughter, and was at a loss of whether to laugh or cry. Lindy’s expression was 
filled with admiration, and her beautiful eyes were glistening brightly. “I told you so! 
Kayson is super impressive!” Lindsy was so excited that her face, so exquisite it would 
take one’s breath away, was flushed, 



and she looked like a fan girl. Zachary shook his head and smiled wryly at Lindsy upon 
witnessing her behavior. Kayson walked toward Tony leisurely and said, “Did the Allen 
family send you to kill me?” Cold sweat was streaming down Tony’s face, and the only 
thought in his mind now was to run. However, he realized that it would be difficult! 
He took a glance at Lindsy, and a thought occurred to him. Meanwhile, Kayson 
suddenly approached him and threw a punch! 
“Gah!” 
Tony’s body was slammed heavily against the ground with his face down. His nose was 
broken, and blood was spurting out of his nose. 
Kayson stepped on his back and said nonchalantly, “I shall remember the Allen family 
and that Sir Allen too.” 
“D-Don’t kill me…” 
Tony was terrified as he could feel the presence of death. 
“Blurgh…” Kayson exerted strength on his leg to push down on Tony. A large amount of 
blood was spat out of Tony’s mouth as his broken ribs pierced his internal organs. The 
skilled fighter from the Allen family was dead. 
Kayson kicked Tony into the bushes before turning around and returning to Zachary and 
Lindsy’s side. 
“That’s really impressive, Kayson!” Lindsy was so excited that she wanted to hug 
Kayson badly. Her watery, large eyes were filled with admiration. 
Zachary exclaimed emotionally, “I truly didn’t expect that you were actually so 
impressive…” Kayson smiled and said, “Do you mind telling me about this so-called Sir 
Allen, Mr. Ewell?” 
“Let’s talk about it in the car. We’ll talk during the drive.” 
Kayson nodded, got into the car, and the three of them left. Jonathan invited Jason for a 
drink in the Shengville Hotel. “Mr. Queen, why do you think Mr. Yarde asked about the 
Allen family?” “It’s hard to say.” Jason shook his head. Jonathan wanted to say 
something when his phone suddenly rang. He picked up the call in a slightly impatient 
manner. “What is it?” “Mr. Walker, Tony Turner from the Allen family is dead.” Jonathan 
stood up so abruptly that the chair toppled under him. He was incredulous. “How did 
he die!?” 
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“He was found dead on Sunup Highway…” Jonathan inhaled sharply. ‘Isn’t that the way 
to the Wolfenden mansion? “That’s, that’s impossible… That’s Tony that we’re talking 
about!’ On the opposite side, Jason asked as Jonathan lost his composure, “What 
happened, Jon?” Jonathan was battered out of his senses and told Jason about Tony’s 
death. “Tony… Is that the Allen family’s bodyguard who is reputed to be as swift as the 
wind and thunder and as strong as an elephant?” Jason was flabbergasted as well. He 
knew about Tony’s existence despite being from another city, and that showed how 
outstanding Tony was. 
“That’s right. Mr. Queen, do you think this is related to Mr. Yarde?” The thought 
occurred to Jonathan for a moment. 
“Kayson… That’s impossible, right? Tony is no ordinary person, and I think that Kayson 



is not a skilled fighter either.” Jonathan was extremely anxious. ‘If this is not related to 
Mr. Yarde, why was Tony found dead on Sunup Highway?” He felt that it was necessary 
to call up Zachary just to confirm it. He did just that by dialing Zachary’s number right 
away. “Dr. Ewell, have you sent Mr. Yarde home?” “Yes, he has just entered the 
mansion.” Jonathan asked in an exploratory manner, “Did something happen on your 
way while sending him home?” 
As soon as Zachary heard the question, he realized that the news of Tony’s death had 
already spread. “Kayson killed him,” answered Zachary honestly. Jonathan was 
stupefied, while Jason and his wife expressed their shock opposite him. 
“Tony is dead…” Patrick muttered to himself. Then, he got dressed in a flurry and left 
his lover’s villa to rush home at once. 
He came to his eldest brother’s study room in a panic. 
“Hey…” “Come in.” A calm voice was heard coming from the study room. Patrick walked 
into the study room cautiously and found a middle-aged man who looked 
similar to him seated on the office chair. 
“Tony is dead.” “I know.” 
His eldest brother, Tuckson, was extremely nonchalant about Tony’s passing, which 
was different from his panic. “Tell me, who killed him?” 
Tuckson was aware that Tony had been out to run an errand for Patrick. He knew the 
movement of every person in the Allen family like the back of his hand. 
“Kayson Yarde from Wolfenden Corp.” “Wolfenden Corp., huh?” Tuckson chuckled. 
“Who is this Kayson Yarde?” “He’s just a hillbilly from the countryside. There’s nothing 
impressive about his background.” Tuckson closed the book in his hand upon hearing 
that, and his initially calm face was suddenly tainted with darkness. “You moron!” 
A raging shout echoed through the study room, and the book in Tuckson’s hand was 
smashed ferociously on Patrick’s head. 
“Can a hillbilly from the countryside join Wolfenden Corp.? “Can a hillbilly with no 
background kill Tony?” At this very moment, the patriarch of the Allen family was so 
furious that he refused to show even the slightest hint of respect to his younger brother. 
Patrick did not dare to talk back, so he endured his brother’s rage. 
When Tuckson’s anger was vented, he said coldly, “Kayson is not in trouble for Tony’s 
death, but our family will be! 
“Tony’s elder brother, Ezekiel ‘Tre-strike’ Turner, is a skilled fighter renowned in the 
whole of Skyriv. If he comes looking for trouble with our family… “It’s not enough even if 
we pay back with both of our lives combined!” Patrick said shakily, “I didn’t expect that 
the boy named Kayson could be so impressive either!” 
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Tuckson shut his eyes and said coldly, “Have Wilson convey his apology to Ezekiel with 
$ 45,000,000. “Also, Kayson killed Tony. Ezekiel will certainly seek trouble with us as 
long as he’s alive. “Kayson must die before Ezekiel comes looking for trouble with our 
family. Otherwise, we won’t be able to calm Ezekiel’s anger. “Do you understand what 
I’m saying?” Patrick hastily nodded. “Understood. I will most certainly do everything I 
can to ensure that Kayson is killed!” Tuckson waved his hand dismissively. “Go and do 



it then. Also, there’s Wolfenden Corp. Let’s take it out as well.” 
“Noted!” 
Patrick hastily left. He was already drenched in sweat. He thought about how his brother 
was so exceptionally adept that Tuckson was well aware of everything that was going 
on with him. ‘I can’t hide anything from Tuckson… ‘It’s fortunate that he has not only not 
put the blame on me, but he is also doing everything he can to kill Kayson. 
‘Kayson… You deserve to be punished for putting yourself in trouble!” 
Kayson found the entire family seated in the living hall upon his return. “Where were 
you?” asked Sadie with her eyebrows furrowed. “I was at Bwell Therapeutics,” 
answered Kayson. Hugh suddenly felt a sense of threat when he remembered that Dr. 
Ewell had a granddaughter. Beatrice asked, “Are you hungry, Kayson? I can make you 
some supper.”. “Mrs. Wolfenden, I’m not hungry. You don’t need to trouble yourself to 
do that.” Kayson shook his head to decline Beatrice’s offer. 
Kayson summoned Kayson to play a game of chess with him. While they were playing 
chess, Liam, who was scrolling his phone, suddenly gasped in surprise and said, “Dad, 
Tony from the Allen family is dead!” 
Hugh, who was planning his next move attentively, raïsed his head in an instant. “Who? 
Tony Turner?” He found it incredulous! 
Sadie also widened her mouth in astonishment because she had heard of the well-
known name before. Liam’s expression was filled with disbelief. “Dad, Tony is a skilled 
fighter of the highest quality, and he managed to defeat more than ten special service 
veterans in the past. I didn’t expect that he’d die so suddenly.” “In truth, it’s quite normal. 
A person like Tony will most certainly have quite a number of enemies. However, a 
person who is capable of killing Tony should be relatively skilled in fighting and 
terrifyingly powerful. “I wonder who did it, though, and if that person is prepared to face 
Tre-strike Turner’s 
anger.” 
Hugh used to be a thug in the past and was trained in fighting a little, so it was only 
natural that he always paid attention to these people and matters of the underworld. 
Kayson asked, “Grandpa Hugh, who’s Tre-strike Turner?” “He’s the most highly-skilled 
fighter in Skyriv and Tony Turner’s elder brother.” Hugh was momentarily stunned after 
answering the question. ‘That’s not right. Why is Kayson asking about this?’ Sadie 
darted a look at Kayson and said nonchalantly, “It’s not related to you, so why are you 
asking so much about it? Even though you seem like you’re quite capable of fighting, 
Tony is most certainly not of the level of that security guard posted at the gate. “A man 
like Tony can beat you to death with just a finger.” “I don’t think so. In truth, I think that 
Tony is not as impressive as you describe him to be.” Kayson expressed his 
puzzlement. “I feel that he’s quite ordinary, just a little more skilled than the security 
guard posted at the residential area’s gate. “However, he’s not as marvelous as you 
claim him to be..” 
Sadie was rendered speechless. ‘Kayson is really way too conceited.’ Meanwhile, Hugh 
came to realize the situation. His breathing grew heavier, and he asked incredulously, 
“Kayson, did you… “You’re the one who killed Tony?” As soon as the remark was 
made, Liam’s expression changed drastically. Sadie was so shocked that she hastily 
said, “How could that be possible, Grandpa!?” “I beat a man named Tony Turner to 
death on the way home,” said Kayson. 
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‘It really is Kayson who beat Tony to death!’ 
Kayson pondered for a moment before saying, “He wasn’t that impressive, and it seems 
like it’s a different Tony than the one you described. 
“The Tony that I’ve beaten to death was quite strong, and his speed was relatively 
acceptable.” 
‘However, a wild boar from my village is much stronger than Tony.’ Hugh was 
astounded and convinced that Kayson’s description of Tony matched that of the Allen 
family. ‘Yes, the student of that fighting master is capable of doing this. In truth, it’s not a 
surprise at all.’ 
Liam was incredulous. ‘Kayson is capable of beating Tony to death?’ How could he be 
convinced? Was the hillbilly from the countryside that he looked down upon all this time 
so skilled in fighting? Sadie’s beautiful eyes were filled with shock. She scrutinized 
Kayson meticulously as if she was trying to see through him. “I’m afraid that Tony won’t 
rest in peace if he knew what you said about him,” Hugh exclaimed emotionally. He did 
not expect that Kayson was capable of this, and he found it surprising! 
“However, why was Tony trying to kill you?” Sadie’s huge eyes lit up, and she said, 
“Grandpa, I believe that Wilson sought help from the Allen family to do this!” Upon 
saying that, she darted a look at Kayson, her expression overwhelmed with emotions.“ 
It’s probably because he beat up Wilson, and Wilson bears grudges against him…” “Is 
there still such a thing!?” Liam had never heard of the incident before. At the same time, 
his expression was overwhelmed with emotions. Kayson, whom he despised, had 
actually done something so shocking? Hugh was stunned for a moment as well. “No 
wonder. Wilson is mingling with the Allen family, so this is possible indeed. “This is not 
good!” Hugh said, “If Tre-strike wants to seek revenge, won’t he be coming for 
you?» 
“That’s fine. They can come if they want,” said Kayson casually. 
Tony was only very ordinary, so I wonder how his elder brother is. However, I figure that 
there’s nothing impressive about him either.’ Liam’s expression was slightly unpleasant. 
“Dad, compared to Kayson’s crisis, I think our 
company is in deeper trouble.” “Wilson has acquired the Allen family’s help, so what do 
we have to fight back? The Gillete Group was a more powerful company than ours from 
the start. “Now that the Gillete Group has the Allen family’s support, how will we grow 
our company?” Hugh was troubled as well because it was a real problem. Kayson 
interrupted by saying, “I thought we have Apex Investment Partners’ investment? I 
heard that it’s quite an outstanding company.” Sadie furrowed her beautiful eyebrows. 
“You’re clueless! No matter how outstanding Apex Investment Partners is, it’s still no 
match for the Allen family!” “Do you think that the reputation of being the most influential 
family in Clouspring is for nothing? Let alone Apex Investment Partners, the Allen family 
is even capable of going against ten of Apex Investment Partners.” 
Kayson said, “The issue can be solved if you just imitate Wilson and find a backer like 
the Allen family.” 
Sadie was infuriated. ‘He’s such a clueless crude from the countryside that he can make 
such a remark’ She could not be bothered to talk to Kayson anymore because she 



could feel herself turning dumber when she spoke to Kayson. On the other hand, Hugh 
had full confidence in Kayson when he said, “Kayson, it’s not that we don’t want to, but 
we don’t have the proper channel to do it. “I, uh, I’m not a local here in Skyriv anyhow, 
and it’s unexpected for me to settle down here. “As a foreigner, it’s tough for me to 
connect with an influential family of the Allens’ level.” “Grandpa, why do you bother to 
explain so much to him, huh?” Sadie rolled her eyes at Kayson. Kayson chuckled. “It 
seems that I have to figure out a way to find a backer for the Wolfenden family too. 
‘However, the Whitman family is not a good option because Hendrick seems like a man 
with powerful enemies. 
The only viable backer is the Walton family. However, I don’t have any connection to the 
Walton family. 
Late at night… Kayson was sleeping on the floor as before, while Sadie was chatting on 
the phone with her best friend while she lay on the bed. Sadie sent: (Wanda, there 
seems to be something off about Kayson.] Wanda replied: (How is that so? Are you in 
love with him?] 

 


